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 . The hackers used go-titan. The dropbox link to the hackathon is The event page has more details about the hackers and
project. The most notable hacker was 'QuadZen' from Canada, and he developed 'Titan' which had a prize of $100,000.

QuadZen writes on his Medium account that 'Titan' was able to achieve high performance on a AMD Ryzen Threadripper with
16 cores, but only due to the specific hardware combination. Credit to QuadZen from Canadian Hackathon for building this

awesome kernel. The DropBox link to the Hackathon is here - The complete event page is here - The Hackers, Coding, Prizes
and More Projects are being judged by five judges, working from a grading rubric and scoring key. Judges are responsible for

establishing the relative merit and quality of the project submitted. Judges also communicate feedback on their scoring
decisions to the organizer, which may result in the award of additional prizes. Projects are scored for three categories: 1.

Technical merit: a combination of efficiency, correctness, and completeness of the codebase. 2. Presentation/communication:
How well did the user and programmer/developer communicate? Did they provide a clear specification of the problem and

solution? 3. Empathy/social impact: Is the project an act of selflessness, a way of contributing to the greater good, or an act of
selfishness (me-firstism)? Does the project ask for donations/contributions to a charity or other organization, and if so, how do

you want people to perceive the project? Does it have some redeeming social value? Does it have a plan for the after-hours?
Three winners will be announced at the end of the hackathon. Each winner will receive a 82157476af
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